[Simulation research on the movement and deposition of inhalational particles in the human respiratory tract].
An entire 3-dimensional geometry model from mouth, pharynx, larynx, trachea to triple bifurcation and the mathematics models for the calculation of the fluid flow and inhalational particle movement in the respiratory tract were proposed in this paper. The deposition fraction of inhalational particles in the respiratory tract obtained from the numerical simulation was coincident with the experimental data basically. Particles were traced in the Lagrangian frame, and at the same time, particle deposition fraction and position were recorded based on the models. The movement and deposition of the inhalational particles in the upper respiratory tract were analyzed. The results show that the deposition of inhalational particles in different positions have important correlation with the breathing intensity, particle density and particle diameter; deposition fraction of the inhalational particles in the trachea will increase at high breathing intensity and decrease with particle diameter increased; the deposition fraction of the inhalational particles in the larynx is maximal and can attain 35%, but the influence of the breathing intensity and particle diameter on the deposition fraction is smaller relatively; the deposition fraction of the inhalational particles in the triple bifurcation will decrease observably with particle diameter increased; the deposition fraction of the inhalational particles in the triple bifurcation is higher obviously at medium and small breathing intensity compared with that of high breathing intensity. The simulation results of this paper can provide a foundation for the research of the effect of inhalational particles on the human health and the research of the inhaling remedy in medicine.